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In an earlier publication  ~  from this laboratory experiments have been 
described in which the P.n. was measured between the inner and outer 
protoplasmic surfaces of Valonia macrophysa. 
Electrical connection with the sap of the  (very large)  vacuole was made by 
piercing the cell with a fine glass capillary tube filled with artificial sap.  It was 
found that on standing the protoplasm becomes attached to the glass, forming a 
seal which prevents short circuit between the cell wall and the sap at the spot where 
the tube passes through the protoplasm.  When both the inner and outer surfaces 
of the protoplasm were in contact with approximately the same solution (natural 
sap inside and natural  or artificial  sap outside)  a 1,.I). of from 4 to 38 Inv. was 
observed,  the inner surface  being positive to  the  outer.  The average of  100 
readings  was  14.5 my.  An observed 1,.I). of this magnitude in  the  apparently 
symmetrical chain: sap I  protoplasm I  sap, led to the conclusion that the protoplasm 
itself is not symmetrical.  As a  working hypothesis  it has been  assumed  that 
the protoplasm is made up of three layers, an outer, non-aqueous  layer, X, the 
aqueous  main body of the protoplasm, W, and an inner, non-aqueous  layer, Y, 
different from X. 
In  these  experiments,  however, we  failed to  appreciate  the  effect 
of sea water wetting a large fraction of the surface of the cell when we 
measured the P.o. against a  second solution applied at one end only. 
From  further experiments with  improved  technique we  have  found 
that the value reported for the P.D. of this system is too low, and also 
that the P.D. undergoes characteristic changes with time.  These new 
data support the conclusions as to the asymmetric structure of proto- 
plasm which were advanced in the earlier paper. 
t Osterhout, W.  J.  V.,  Damon, E. B.,  and Jacques, A.  G., J.  Gen. Physiol., 
1927-28,  11,  193. 
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In  nearly  all  our  earlier measurements,  the  Valonla  cell hung  free  from  the 
capillary tube on which it was impaled; in a  few cases the cell was also supported 
from below on a  glass ring.  In all cases, whether  the contact  was stationary  or 
flowing, the  artificial sap or other  external  solution was applied to the lower tip 
of the cell only, while the rest of the surface remained wet with sea water, or with 
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FIG.  1.  Diagram of a cell of Valonia macrophysa impaled on a capillary, showing 
conditions when the cell is in contact with more than one solution.  At a is shown 
the path along which we desire to measure  the P.D.; at b is a parallel path in which 
the  E.~.F.  across  the protoplasm  is lower.  Differences in  the  E.M.F.  across  the 
protoplasm lead to local currents as illustrated at c. 
a  mixture of sea water and  the new solution.  Under such conditions we should 
expect a  different E.M.r. across the protoplasm at the upper part of the cell, where 
the cell wall is imbibed with sea water, from the E.M.P. at the tip, where the proto- 
plasm  is in  contact  with  some other solution,  such  as  sap.  The observed l'.D. 
will have an intermediate value depending on the relative areas wet by the two 
solutions.  The reason for this is that in addition to the desired path at a  (Fig. 1), E.  B.  DAMON  209 
there are parallel paths, such as b, where the E.M.F. is lower.  Hence there  will 
be local currents in the direction as represented by the arrows in the path c, whicb 
will tend to decrease the F.D. against sap, and possibly to increase that against sea 
water. 
These circuits may in a general way be compared to a battery of galvanic cells 
connected in parallel, where some of the cells are of higher E.M.F. (corresponding 
to  the  parts  of  the  protoplasm  where  sap is applied), andothers are  of lower 
E.M.F.  (corresponding to  the parts of the protoplasm in contact with.sea water). 
Increasing the area in contact with sap is comparable to adding cells of the higher 
E.M.F., and  simultaneously cutting out  the same number of cells of the lower 
E.M.F. 
These views were confirmed by experiments in which the P.D. was measured (1) 
with only the tip of the cell dipping into artificial sap, while the greater part of the 
surface of the cell remained wet with sea water, and (2)  with the entire cell im- 
mersed in artificial sap.  The following is a typical result: 
Tip only in artificial sap, cell wall wet with sea water ........  8.5 my. 
Entire cell immersed in artificial sap, 2 minutes later ........  32.6 my. 
Tip  only immersed,  but  cell  wall wet  with  artificial sap,  1 
minute later ..........................................  30.9 my. 
Evidently the i,.I), against a given solution applied at one end of the cell may be 
greatly affected  by the presence of a different solution wetting other parts of the 
cell.  Additional  evidence of this will be presented later. 
In view of this fact, it seemed necessary to carry out further measurements of 
F.D. in such a way that solutions applied to the cell should wet the entire surface. 
Also, to prevent contamination  by salts leached out of the cell wall, etc., it seemed 
desirable to apply the solutions by means of a flowing contact such that a steady 
stream  should  flow continuously over  the  entire  cell.  Our  former  method  of 
impaling the cell from above was not suited to this procedure, since liquids running 
down over the cell would be liable to pull it away from the capillary tube, breaking 
the seal.  A better way is to impale the cell on top of a  vertical capillary pointing 
upward; the solutions can then be led on at the top of the cell.  Cells so impaled, 
however,  must be supported in such a way that the point of the capillary cannot 
scratch the protoplasm.  This is done conveniently by means of a  cork mount as 
shown in Fig. 2. 
The lower half of the singly bored cork stopper fits tightly over the glass tube, 
just below the tip where the tube is drawn out to a capillary.  The upper half of 
the cork is cut away, leaving four prongs, on or in which the cell rests when it has 
been impaled on the capillary.  The complete cell holder, Fig. 3, is a modification 
of the holder described in our earlier paper.  The 250-cc. wide-mouth bottle,.C, is 
fitted with a  two-hole  rubber stopper, through which pass the tube on which the 
cell  is impaled, and the funnel tube, H.  The bottle and tubes are  filled  with 
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in at H, so that the cell is kept turgid while it is pressed down on or within the 
prongs of the cork mount.  After the cell is once in place, the hydrostatic pressure 
(5 or 6 inches) from the level of solution in H is sufficient to keep the cell distended. 
Before the impaled cells are used, they are allowed to stand immersed in sea water 
for two days or longer, to see whether signs of injury appear, and to permit the 
formation of a good seal. 
In measuring v.n. across the protoplasm, contact with the inside of the cell is 
made through the funnel, H.  A string wet with artificial sap leads from H  to a 
beaker of  artificial sap into which dips the siphon of  a  saturated KCl-calomel 
FIG. 2.  Photograph showing how the impaled cell is supported by a cork mount. 
electrode.  Contact with the outside of the cell is made through a strip of wet 
filter paper touching the highest point of the cell.  The solutions applied flow down 
the filter paper and over the entire surface of the cell.  The apparatus used for 
holding the filter paper is shown in Fig. 3. 
The cell is supported over the funnel, F, which catches waste solution and carries 
it off to the drain.  A light platform of paraffin-coated wood resting on the rim of 
the funnel carries glass rails, r and r', for supporting the strip of filter paper, p, a 
glass  adapter-shaped tube to guide drip from the filter paper well away from the 
cell, and a  cup, c, in which connection is made between the filter paper and the E.  B.  DAMON  211 
siphon from a  second saturated  KCl-calomel electrode.  The cup, c,  has a  hole 
drilled in the side, just under the platform, through which waste solution overflows 
and drips into the funnel.  Solutions from reservoir bottles, flowing down along 
short lengths of string, s  and s p, are led on the filter paper at the points where it 
passes over the glass rails, so that a  slow stream flows down the paper on both 
sides.  The solution to be applied to the cell is led on the filter paper at r J, and 
molal KC1 solution at r;  contact between the calomel electrode and the solution 
applied to  the  cell is  thus  made  through  a  flowing junction,  which  should  be 
FIG. 3.  Apparatus used in measuring the 1'.n. across the protoplasm of a  Valonia 
cell impaled on a capillary filled with artificial sap.  The solution applied extern- 
ally is led on at the top of the cell and flows down over the entire surface. 
reproducible, and quickly established when solutions are changed.  An advantage 
of  this arrangement is that  solutions are changed  without  opening the  circuit, 
permitting us to obtain an unbroken record of changes in P.D. 
Measurements of P.•.  reported in this paper, as in the preceding article, were 
made by means of a Compton quadrant electrometer. 
The  following  experiment,  using  the  new  technique  of  impaling, 
demonstrates  the  effect  of  a  second  solution  wetting  a  part  of  the 212  PROTOPLASMIC SURFACES IN  VALONIA.  II 
surface of the cell.  The P.D. between the inside of the cell and arti- 
ficial sap applied to a  small spot at one end was measured while most 
of the remaining surface was wet with a stream of sea water, and again 
after the sea water had been replaced by a stream of 0.6 ~  KC1 solution. 
A rather long cell was impaled as shown in Fig. 4, in such a way that it rested 
with the long axis nearly horizontal.  A strip of filter paper,  down which flowed a 
stream of artificial sap, made contact with one end of the cell at a, but brought only 
a  small area in contact with artificial  sap.  The greater part of the remaining 
surface of the cell was wet with solution which flowed down a second strip of filter 
paper touching  the top of the cell at b.  We could then  observe  the effect of a 
\ 
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FIG. 4.  Arrangement of a Valonia cell in an experiment to demonstrate the effect 
of a second solution wetting a part of the surface. 
solution applied at b on the P.D. between artificial sap at a and the interior  of the 
cell (leading off through the capillary).  (Table I.) 
As in our earlier paper,  the sign of the ~.D. is that of the inside of the cell.  A 
positive potential means that the inside of the cell is more positive than the solution 
applied externally:  i.e., positive current tends to flow in the external  circuit from 
the capillary through the electrometer  to the solution bathing the outside  of the 
cell. 
Obviously, in measurements with Valonia (and probably with other 
marine algae) where the surface must be kept wet with highly conduct- 
ing solutions, it is undesirable to use methods in which the surface is 
brought in contact with more than one solution at a  time.  Experi- 
ments of Osterhout and Harris  ~ on Nitella, however, indicate that this 
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criticism does not apply to measurements on fresh water algae where 
the surface of the cell is bathed with a  solution of high resistance, 
such as tap water, making the electrical resistance of the cell wall so 
high, as compared with that of the desired current path, that shunts 
through the cell wall have little effect.  With Valonia, it is not practi- 
cable  to decrease  the  conductivity of the cell wall by leaching with 
distilled  water,  since,  except  within  rather  narrow  limits,  dilute 
TABLE I 
I'.D. at a  (in contact 
Time  Description  with artificial sap) 
mln. 
0 
1 
2.5 
3.5 
4.5 
5.5 
6.5 
8.5 
11.5 
12.5 
15.5 
17 
Sea water flowing  at b 
0.6 M KCI flowing  at b 
No solution flowing,  surface wet with 0.6 ~ KC1 
Sea water flowing  at b 
~  cc  ~  cc  ~c 
No solution flowing,  surface wet with sea water 
0.6 M  KC1 flowing  at b 
mt~. 
9.0 
8.5 
24.2 
23.6 
20.2 
19.3 
20.0 
12.8 
8.8 
9.2 
12.4 
22.0 
solutions prove highly injurious,  even when made isotonic with sea 
water by the addition of a  suitable non-electrolyte such as sugar.  :! 
Although Osterhout has observed  3 that  Valonia  cells immersed~in 
their own (natural or artificial)  sap live but a  short time, generally 
less than a week, we have found that they easily survive exposure to 
sap  for  periods  of  several  hours.  Using  the  apparatus  described 
above, we have followed changes in P.D. against artificial sap applied 
externally in runs which lasted as long as ten hours. 
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These measurements were carried out at Bermuda during the months oF April 
and May, at room temperatures ranging from 19.5  ° to 24°C.  In most cases, the 
temperature variation during a single run was less than 1  °.  In all measurements 
reported, the cells appeared in good condition at the end of the experiment.  They 
were then returned to a sea water bath and watched for several days; in all cases 
they continued to look healthy, and gave with sea water the usual P.D. of 5 to 10 
my.  Indeed, cells which had been exposed to artificial sap apparently lived longer 
than others impaled at the same time, and merely kept in sea water, but this may 
be explained by the fact that the best looking cells were chosen for measurement. 
The possibility that brief exposure to sap may be beneficial, however, is suggested 
by the observation of Dr. L. R. Blinks that addition of a small amount of KC1 to 
the sea water in which cells  of Valonla are immersed assists in keeping the cells 
alive under unfavorable conditions. 
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Fig.  5.  Curve showing changes in P.D. across  Valonia protoplasm when the 
outside of the cell is in contact with artificial sap, and also when the sap applied 
externally is replaced by sea water. 
Results  of our experiments  are  shown  graphically  in  Figs.  5  to  8. 
It  is  apparent  that  the  system is  changing  continuously  during  the 
measurement,  and that there is accordingly no single value which may 
be assigned to the •.D.  across Valonia protoplasm when both surfaces 
are  in  contact  with  Valonia  sap.  In  most  of  the  measurements 
reported  here,  the  maximum  P.D.  observed  was  between  25  and  35 
my., but  occasionally  still  higher values are found:  an extreme case, 
when the P.D.  rose to 81.8 my., is shown in Fig.  7. 
The graph, Fig. 5, has been selected as a fairly representative curve, but com- 
parison with Fig. 6 (A, B, and C), Figs. 7, and 8A, shows that there is a  consider- 
able variation in the behavior of different cells.  In general, however, we may say E.  B.  DAMON  215 
that during the first 90 minutes  the  P.D. rises to a  maximum, fails rapidly to a 
minimum  (which, however, is higher than  the r.D.  with sea water),  then rises 
slowly to a  second maximum.  Mter this, the behavior of different ceils is too 
]gT;  ~. 
i 
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Fig. 6.  Showing the variation in P.D.-time curves with artificial sap as observed 
with different cells.  In order to prevent confusion the graphs are separated by 
vertical displacement (the value in sea water at the start being about 8 millivolts 
in each case). 
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FIG. 7.  P.D.-time curve with artificial sap, followed by sea water. 
case, in which the changes in P.D. are larger than commonly observed. 
behavior is shown in Figs. 5 and 6. 
An unusual 
The usual 
varied to permit a  single general statement.  The first peak is commonly lower 
than the maximal P.D. observed later, but it may, as in Fig. 7, be much higher; the 
first and second maxima may be widely separated, as in Fig. 8A, or rarely, as in 
Fig. 6B, they may overlap, so that the curve does not pass through a minimum. 
In Figs. 5, 6C, and 8B are shown also the changes in P.D. which are commonly 216  PROTOPLASMIC  SURFACES  IN  VALONIA.  II 
observed when the cells are returned to sea water  (using flowing contact)  after 
they have been exposed to artificial sap.  In Fig. 7 is shown a  case unusual in 
that the changes are much greater than those ordinarily  found, the  P.D.  falling 
to  -33.5 Inv. (sea water positive); the form of the curve, however, in a  general 
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FIG. 8.  P.D.-time curves with artificial sap, measured on the same cell, curve B 
fourteen days after curve A,  showing the change in behavior caused by exposure 
to artificial sap. 
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FIG. 9.  Curve showing changes in P.D. when the  ceil is exposed alternately to 
artificial sap and to sea water, the treatment with artificial sap being too short to 
produce much alteration. 
way resembles the usual one.  In most cases, the P.D. at first falls fairly rapidly, 
passes through a minimum, rises again to a  maximum (lower than the I'.D. with 
sap),  and then falls slowly and steadily.  After a  number of hours in sea water, 
the P.D. becomes more or less constant at a value between 5 and 10 mv., approxi- 
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The appearance  of the cells several days after the experiment , and 
the P.D.'S which they give with.sea water,  indicate  that  no permanent 
injury has been received  as a  result of exposure  to artificial  sap.  If 
such  cells  are  used  in  the  second  measurement  with  artificial  sap, 
however, the form of the P.D.-time curve indicates that the cells have 
undergone  an  alteration  which  persists  for  a  long  time.  This  is 
illustrated  by Figs.  8A  and 8B. 
The first measurement was made 9 days after impaling the cell; the P.D.-time 
curve (A) is of the usual form: it rises sharply, falls, and rises to a second maxi- 
mum.  After four hours exposure to artificial sapi the celt was returned to a sea 
water bath.  It continued to look healthy, and gave with sea water a P.D. of 7 to 
8.5 mY.  Fourteen days after the first measurement, a second measurement was 
carried out in the same way as the first, but with quite different results, as shown 
by the P.D.-time  curve (B).  The ~.D. at first rose to a maximum and fell again as 
usual, but it then failed to rise to a second maximuflL  This behavior is typical. 
The cell was not permanently injured, since, returned to sea water, it continued 
to live and 10 days later gave with sea water a P.D. of 6.1 my. 
Since prolonged exposure to sap produces an irreversible (or very slowly revers- 
ible)  change in  the protoplasm,  it  is  interesting  to compare the effect of brief 
exposure.  An experiment was carried out in which artificial sap was applied for a 
few minutes only, and replaced by sea water as soon as possible after the.beginning 
of that first fall in potential which presumably indicates that alteration is taking 
place.  Results are shown in Fig. 9.  The shape of the P.D.-time  curve when sap 
is replaced by sea water is similar to that which we find after much longer exposure 
to sap, but the fluctuations are more marked.  It is interesting to note that the 
P.D. rises to a higher value with each successive application of sap, and that after 
each exposure to sap, the P.D. with sea water returns to a constant level higher 
than the last.  This must indicate that alteration has occurred, but not to the 
same degree as after long exposure, since when sap was applied for the third time, 
the P.D.-time curve had approximately the usual shape with two maxima. 
DISCUSSION 
While it is too early to attempt  an explanation  of the cause of the 
P.D.  across the protoplasm,  it may  be  worth  while  to  consider  what 
sort of alteration might be expected to lead to changes in P.D. consistent 
with those which we have observed. 
The alteration caused by artificial sap applied externally is probably 
of a very simple nature, since we can hardly expect the cells to survive 
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~e  simplest hypothesis is that this alteration consists merely in  an 
increased concentration of KC1 in the main body of the protoplasm. 
The characteristic fluctuations in P.D. with artificial sap  can be ex- 
plained, at least qualitatively, as due to such an increase, on the basis 
of  the  theory of protoplasmic  layers which  Osterhout  and  Harris  4 
have found useful in interpreting their results with Nitella. 
This theory assumes that the protoplasm has an outer, non-aqueous 
surface layer (X) and an inner, non-aqueous surface layer (Y), different 
from (X), the two being separated by the aqueous main body of the 
protoplasm (W).  The observed P.D..is then the algebraic sum of the 
P.D. across X, between the external solution and W, plus the F.D. across 
Y between W and the vacuolar sap.  We assume that the E.~.F. at Y 
is opposite in sign to that at X  and that both these ~..M.F.'S are large 
as compared with their algebraic sum when the external solution is 
sea water.  This assumption is supported, for the case of Nitella,  by 
the changes in  P.D. observed when the cells are killed by applying 
solutions saturated with chloroform (current of injury),  4 and for the 
case of Valonia by (unpublished) results of analogous experiments. 
These ideas are illustrated by hypothetical diagrams, Fig. 10, where 
the direction in which positive current tends to flow is indicated by 
the direction of the arrows, and the relative magnitude of the E.~.F.'s 
by their length.  The observed P.D., the resultant of the v..~.F.'s  at 
X  and Y, is shown by feathered arrows. 
A  represents conditions when the outside of the cell is bathed with 
sea water, B,  immediately after the sea water outside the cell, and 
imbibed in the cell wall, had been replaced by artificial sap.  That is, 
we suppose that the first sharp rise in P.D. occurs entirely at X:  this 
is shown by lengthening the X  arrow, and also the feathered arrow 
which represents the observed P.D.  This change in P.D. is no doubt 
connected with the fact that KC1  enters the cell more readily than 
NaC1, but no attempt is made here to explain the cause of these po- 
tentials.  They may, for example, be phase-boundary potentials,  or 
they may be diffusion potentials in the non-aqueous phase. 
The initial concentration of K salt in W or X  is probably low, since 
increasing the K  concentration outside increases the ~'.D. at X.  (If 
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the K  concentration in W  were high, an increase in K  outside, making 
conditions  at  the  two  surfaces  of  X  more  nearly  alike,  would  be 
D 
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FIG. 10.  Hypothetical diagram illustrating the theory of protoplasmic layers. 
The length of the arrows indicates the relative magnitude of E.M.F.'S assumed to 
exist across the inner and outer surface layers.  The direction of the arrows is 
that in which positive current tends to flow.  The observed resultant P.D. is shown 
by feathered  arrows.  A  represents  conditions  when  the  external  solution  is 
sea water; B, conditions immediately after sea water has been replaced by arti- 
ficial sap.  C and D  illustrate how the penetration of KC1 into the protoplasm 
may cause first a decrease,  and then an increase in the observed P.D.  (The values 
represented by the lengths of arrows are fictitious,  and do not correspond to any 
particular experiment.) 
expected to decrease the  P.D. across this layer.)  Now, the entrance 
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nearly  like  sap,  and  thus  by making  conditions  on  the  inner  and 
outer surfaces of X  and Y more nearly alike, will tend to decrease the 
differences in potential  across these layers. 
The E.M.F. at X  will be affected first, before KC1 has diffused across 
W  to the boundary of Y.  These conditions,  illustrated in Fig.  10C, 
are supposed to correspond to the decrease in P.D. which follows the 
first sharp  rise. 
As KC1 continues to penetrate into W, the P.D. across X  will con- 
tinue  to  grow  smaller,  but  perhaps  at  a  decreasing  rate,  since  the 
potential  is  probably  a  logarithmic  function of  the  concentration. 
Meanwhile,  diffusion of KC1 through  W  also produces changes at  Y. 
If the  rate  at which  the r..M.F,  at  Y  is  affected is greater  than  the 
corresponding rate at X, ~he.resultant effect will be an increase in tl~e 
observed P.D.  This is illustrated in Fig.  10D, where the arrows at X 
and  Y  are both shorter  than  in Fig.  10C,  but the  feathered arrow, 
representing  the  resultant  P.D., is  longer.  This  corresponds  to  the 
observed rise to a  second maximum. 
As still more KC1 penetrates into W, the E.M.F.'S at both X  and Y 
will fall continuously, but the observed P.D., their resultant,  may rise 
or fall, depending on whether the E.~.~. at X  or that at Y changes the 
more rapidly. 
Similar reasoning may be applied to explain the potential changes 
which  are observed when  sap is  replaced by sea water,  since  these 
changes (fall, rise, fall) are the reverse of those (rise, fall, rise) produced 
by sap.  We assume  that  some KC1  comes out of protoplasm,  the 
concentration at X  being affected first, that at Y later. 
The increase in I'.D. observed when sea water and sap are applied 
alternately  (Fig.  9),  may be ascribed  to  a  decrease in  the E.M.~. at 
Y, produced by the penetration of a small amount of KC1.  Changes 
at Y are less readily reversed than corresponding changes at X, because 
of the greater distance of Y from the outer surface. 
It is probable, however, that after long exposure to sap a consider- 
able concentration of KC1 remains in W, even after the cell has been 
standing in sea water for several days, and that the absolute values of 
the E.M.F.'s  at X  and  Y are accordingly much less than with unused 
cells, although the observed P.D. in sea water, their algebraic sum, may 
not  be  different  from  its  usual  value.  When  the  cell  is  measured 
against sap for a second time, the increase in ~.~.P. at X, and hence in E. B.  DAMON  221 
the observed P.I).,  may be as great  as in  the first measurement,  al- 
though  the  absolute  values  of  the  E.M.F.'S at  X  and  Y  are  nluch 
smaller.  As KC1 penetrates into W, the E.M.P. at X, and with it the 
observed P.o., will decrease as before.  At Y, however, the concentra- 
tion of KC1 is already so great,  and  the E.M.F. SO reduced,  that  the 
addition of KC1 no longer can decrease the E.M.F. at Y sufficiently to 
offset the fall in E.M.F. at X.  The observed P.O. therefore fails to rise 
to a  second maximum. 
SUMMARY 
In measurements of p.D.  across the protoplasm in single cells, the 
presence  of parallel  circuits  along  the  cell  wall  may  cause  serious 
difficulty.  This  is particularly  the  case with marine  algae,  such  as 
Valonia, where  the  cell  wall  is  imbibed  with  a  highly  conducting 
solution  (sea  water),  and  hence  has  low  electrical  resistance.  In 
potential  measurements  on  such  material,  it  is  undesirable  to  use 
methods in which the surface of the cell is brought  in  contact with 
more than  one solution at a  time.  The  effect of a  second  solution 
wetting  a  part  of  the  cell  surface  is  discussed,  and  demonstrated 
by experiment. 
From further measurements with improved technique, we find that 
the value previously reported for the p.D. of the chain 
Valoniq sap I Valonia protoplasm I Valonia sap 
is  too low,  and  also  that  the  p.I).  undergoes  characteristic  changes 
during  experiments  lasting  several  hours.  The  maximum  P.D. ob- 
served is usually between 25 and 35 my., but occasionally higher values 
(up to 82 my.) are found. 
The appearance of the cells several days after the experiment, and 
the P.D.'S which they give with sea water, indicate that no permanent 
injury has been received as a  result of exposure to artificial  sap.  If 
such cells are used in a  second measurement with artificial sap, how- 
ever,  the  form  of  the  p.D.-time  curve  indicates  that  the  cells have 
undergone an alteration which persists for a long time. 
On the basis of the theory of protoplasmic layers, an attempt has 
been made to explain the observed changes in P.o. with time, assuming 
that these changes are due to penetration  of KCI into the main body 
of  the  protoplasm. 